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change should not be long enough for this to 
take place. 
Another factor lies in the mere change in 

speed of the work irrespective of its effect 
upon the synchronism with existing wibra 
tions. The speed of work that is best for 
cutting is not that which is best for polish 
ing and I increase the speed of the work frOnn 
that found best for cutting into that, better for polishing, 

It is probable that a gradual change from 
one speed to another is more effective than 
an abrupt change but in practice it is almost 
impossible to have anything but a more Or leSS 
gradual change, so that any change is more 
or leSS gradual. ? 

I find that a polish cannot be Obtained by 
merely changing the speed of the work if the 
wheel is still running at a cutting Speed. 
Changing the speed of the work takes Qut 
cyclic unevennesses and greatly improves the 
finish and I have further discowered that a 
polish can be obtained by slowing down the 

. Wheel below, it cutting spe?d. 
I find that slowing the wheel from its cut 

ting speed into what I gall its polishing Speed 
gives a polish finish that has hitherto been 
considered unattainable by means of a cutting 
wheel. 
The reduction of speed of the wheel from 

cutting speed to polishing speed for finishing 
is usually far more important than changing 
the speed of the work as in many cases the 
cyclic unevennesses are too Small to matter Or 

' so small that they appear to be lost during 
the polishing by ?" down the wheel. 
In many other cases, however, the work 

should be changed, preferably speeded up to 
take out these unevennesses before the Wheel 
is slowed down as otherwise there are low 
portions of the surface that are not reached by 
the wheel polishing, and in every case the 
polishing operation will be upon a more even 
Surface if speed of the work has been changed 
before slowing down the wheel, 
The speed_of_the work should be changed 

while the wheel is still running at cutting 
speed, as the wheel has to cut of the high por 
tions of the unewenneSSeS. 
In that method permits rough cutting and 

polishing with the same wheel_and_With one 
chucking it is particularly well adapted to 
use with automatic grinders used for quan 
tity production of internally or externally 
ground parts such as the ball races, piston 
pins, pistons, etc. ? 

It will be understood .that it is the rela 
tive speed between the engaging Surfaces of 
the wheel and work that determineS Whether 
the wheel cuts or polishes. This reduction in 
relative speed is best effected by reducing the 
actual speed of the wheel which is usually 
many times greater than that of the work, 
but optionally it may be obtained by...a suit 

* able change in the speed of the work piece, 
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Usually the engaging Surfaces of work and 
wheel_mowe in opposite directions So that 
when the Work is speeded for taking out cyclic 
umevennesses the relative spced between the 
engaging surfaces (and therefore the effec 
tiwo cutting speed of the work) is also in 
Creased. However if the engaging surfaces 
muOwe in the same instead of Opposite direc 
tions any increase in the speed of the work 
will reduce the relative speed of the engaging 
Surfaces, from that in which the wheelcuts 
to that in which it polishes if the change of 
Wheel Speed has beell of the requisite amount. 
In Operation, after rotugh cutting, the un 

eyennesses of surface, indicated at 5 upon 
the interior and 5” upon the exterior in Fig 
ure 1 and there grO$sly exaggerated, are re 
mmowed by changing the synchronism of wibra 
tions, preferably by increasing the speed of 
the work. Usually a wery small portion of 
the grinding time will suffice to greatly im 
prOwe the surface, which may now be as rep 
resented at 6 and 6” of Figure 2. The sur 
face in Figure 8 will be true equally of the 
exterior or interior. 
The effective Speed of the wheel is now 

reduced from cutting speed to polishing speed 
and the ewen but unpolished surface indi 

| cated as 6 and also as 6” in Figure 8 becomes 
the polished surface ? of Figure 4. 
Every grinding wheel has a recognized 

grinding peripheral speed below which it is 
noticeably ineffective for grinding purposes. 
Part of the benefit of my invention will be 
Secured by the polishing effect of any speed 
sufficiently below this effective grinding speed 
for the polishing effect to be large as com 
pared with the grinding but for the best, re 
SultS the speed must be so far reduced that, 
the grinding effect is negligible and the size 
is not substantially affected by the polishing 
operation. This will of course differ with 
different wheels and different materials or 
Surfaces_ground but can wery readily be de 
termined by trial for any given character of 
work. ~ 

It will be ewident that the broader aspects 
of my invention in so far as polishing is con 
cerned apply to finishing the grinding of 
plain surfaces and surfaces of irregular con 
tour or which for any other reason are not 
revolved, as well as to the polishing of re 
wolving surfaces, though there is additional 
advantage in the case of the rotating work 
in the interrelation between the rewolwing sur 
face and the wheel rotating at a speed below 
its proper cutting speed. In my illustration 
I have applied the method to rotating work in 
order to explain the more complex applica 
tion of the method and that application 
which, moreower, has the greatest utility, 
recognizing that the more Simple applica 
tions of the method to Work which does not 
rotate are included within this illustration. 
I am aware that the application of my in 
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| vention may be widely wariant according to 
Circumstance, need and preference and I 
claima all such wariations in so far as they fall 
Within the spirit and Scope of my invention. 
Hawing thus described my invention, what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by ILetters 
Patent is :- • '' . 

1. In using an automatic grinding unit 
comprising a work holder adapted to hold a 
metal work piece and agrinding wheel adapt'-' 
ed to rotate at cutting speed while engaging 
the work, the method of smoothing "" the 
ground_surface which consists in grinding 
the work at one work speed, in reducing the 
speed of the wheel after finish grinding to a . 
speed below its effective cutting speed and in 
polishing the ground surface with the grind 
ing wheel rotating at the reduced speed. .. 
` 2. In using an automatic grinding unit 
comprising a work holder adapted to hold 
and rotate a metal work piece and a grinding 
wheel adapted to rotate at ctttting speed while 
engaging the work, the method of smoothing 
the ground surface which consists in grinding 
the work at one work_speed, in changing the 
speed of the work to eliminate unewenesses of 

* Surface, and in finish grinding the ground 
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surface for a brief interwal with the work 
rotating at the changed speed. . 

8. In using an automatic grinding unit 
comprising a Work holder adapted to hold 
and rotate a metal work piece and a grinding 
wheel adapted to rotate at cutting speed while 
engaging the work, the method of grinding, 
smoothing and polishing the ground surface . 
which consists in grinding the work at one 
work speed, in changing the speed of the ' 
work to eliminate unevennesses of surface, 
in finish grinding for a brief period with the 
work rotating at the changed speed, and in 
polishing with a wheel rotating at a speed " 
|below its effective cutting speed. 

4. In using an automatic grinding unit 
comprising a work holder adapted to hold 
and rotate a metal work piece and a grinding 

, wheel adapted to rotate at cutting speed while 
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engaging the work, the method of smoothing 
and polishing the ground surface which con 
sists in grinding the work at one work 
speed, in changing the speed of the work to . 
eliminate unewernmesses of surface, in finish 
grinding for a brief period with the work 
rotating at the changed speed, in reducing 
the relative speed of the engaging surfaces of 
the wheel and work, and in polishing at the 
reduced speed. * 

5. In using an automatic grinding. unit; 
comprising a work holder adapted to hold 
and rotate a metal work piece and a grinding 
wheel adapted to rotate at cutting speed while 
engaging the work, the method of smoothing 
the ground_Surface Which consists in grind 
ing the work at one work Speed, in increasing 
the speed of the work as compared with the 
Work speed at which it Was ground to elimi 

. 3 
nate unevennesses on the ground Surface, and 
in finish grinding for a brief period with the 
Work rotating at increased speed. 

6. In using an automatic grinding unit 
comprising a work holder adapted to hold 
and rotate a metal work piece and a grinding 
wheel adaptedto rotate at cutting speed while 
engaging the work, the method of Smoothing 
the ground surface which consists in grind 
ing the work at one work speed, in increasing 
the speed of the work to eliminate unewen 
nesses on the ground surface, in finish grind 
ing for a brief period with the work rotating 
at the increased speed, in reducing the rela 
tive speed of the engaging surfaces of the 
wheel and work and in polishing at the re 
duced speed. 

7. The method of rotarily grinding and 
finishing a piece of metal work, which con 
sists in grinding off the portion to be removed 
from the work at an effective cutting speed 
for the grinding wheel and in polishing the 
surfaces left at a low grinding wheel speed, 
below the effective cutting speed of the grind 
ing wheel which is used for polishing. 

8. The method of grinding, finish grinding 
and polishing a rotary metal work piece to 
Smooth the ground surface and the finish, 
Which consists in grinding the work at one 
work speed, in changing the speed of work 
for the finish grinding as compared with the 
grinding work Speed so as to eliminate un 
evenness of the Surface and in polishing the 
work at a wheel speed below the effective 
cutting speed of the wheel used for polishing. 
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